
Chirimen:
Get Crafty with
Kimono Fabric



The true charm of crafting is the feeling of accomplishment gained through completing your project. The 
personal time you put into a crafting project is also significant; perhaps that is why we feel such a connection 
with the crafts we make. 

The Chirimen project we are introducing includes many cute and memorable motifs. With every loving stitch, 
you are bound to create lovely Chirimen! It will definitely be time well spent.

“Quilting...knitting...there are many types of sewing in America, but I’ve already done them all! Is there any 
other type of sewing I can learn?” 

There is, and that is Chirimen! Create beautiful, cute, and elegant crafts by hand using high quality traditional 
Japanese fabric. We are sure you will fall in love with Chirimen, and that you will want to explore this art form 
further!

In the olden days of Japan, everybody wore a kimono. The kimonos that the working class wore was made 
from durable cotton. However, the kimonos worn by the noble class and the samurai were created by weaving 
of expensive silk, and were very delicate and beautiful. 

This silk-woven fabric is known as Chirimen. Each strand of silk was harvested from the cocoon of the silk 
worm, and was woven into the fabric by professional weavers using a loom. The loom itself was similar to 
those that have been used in America.
Now, back to the present. With the technology today, we are able to recreate those traditional fabric patterns 
with brighter colors using synthetic silk. The fabrics that are used in our Chirimen course are high quality 
synthetic silk. Look at the luster, isn’t it beautiful?

YOUR PERSONAL TIME

I LOVE TO SEW! I WANT TO LEARN TO SEW NEW THINGS! 

TEACHING THE TRADITIONAL JAPANESE ART OF CHIRIMEN
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Inside our Chirimen course, we have prepared five motifs that are both cute and practical. You will gather 
techniques and ideas while you accomplish each motif by utilizing our digital texts and video tutorials. You will 
also have the chance to contact our insturctor with questions! 

After the course completion, you will have techniques you can use in other crafts. Most importantly, the 
completed motifs will brighten your lifestyle. The process of creating these motifs will also be a memorable 
experience. 

OUR CHIRIMEN COURSE



Daisy Patterned Make Up Bag 
Beautiful green fabric with a traditional Japanese daisy pattern, along with a 
bright orange lining fabric; this piece is quite chic! You will want to carry it around 
with you everywhere to show it off; it’s perfect for carrying cosmetics or pens in. 
Make sure to pay attention when sewing on the zipper!

Gamaguchi Coin Purse 
One of our most popular motifs, now in pink! A cute pouch to put all those 
troublesome coins in. How you put on the purse frame of the pouch will make all 
the difference for this piece.

Plum Blossom Pincushion 
Hand sew a pin cushion to support you in all your sewing adventures! This pin 
cushion can hold a lot of needles. Make sure to pull the sewing string tight when 
making the petals to make each one stand out.

Dove Jewelry Pouch
A lucky dove jewelry pouch to put your valuables in. It will make you happy just 
having it in your room! Make sure to leave enough room to pull the braided cord 
through when sewing the opening area. 

Kuma: Stuffed Bear
Have fun choosing out the areas of the fabric with patterns that you like to 
make a one-of-a-kind bear! You will be using a lot of fiberfill stuffing for this 
particular piece in order to make a nice pudgy feel. You can make different facial 
expressions depending on how you sew the face.

Now to the introductions of the five cute motifs you will be creating:

THE FIVE MOTIFS
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After you order your Chirimen Course, a box will be delivered to your home. Inside, you will find everything 
you need in order to get started; Chirimen fabric, sewing needles, fiberfill stuffing… it’s all there! All you need 
to provide is a pencil and an iron. Our kit even includes a patchwork board! After making sure of the contents, 
give our easy-to-follow instruction guide a read and access our Learning Center to read and watch the digital 
textbook and tutorial videos to begin your Chirimen adventure!

YOUR FIRST STEPS



If you want to ask any questions related to Chirimen, 
feel free to message the professional Chirimen 
instructor! Your instructor will answer your questions 
in detail, and support you any way they can.

Clover is an extremely well-known company when it 
comes to great quality sewing tools. To provide you 
with the best, our Chirimen Course uses the high-
quality, easy-to-use tools made by Clover! To those 
that are new to the Clover brand, we’re sure you’ll 
learn to love just how great this brand is through 
experiencing these tools yourself.

Nobuko Naito
Nobuko Naito is a popular creator of Chirimen crafts.  She first encountered 
Chirimen crafts through her mother-in-law. Since then, she was worked to 
recover traditional techniques and pieces while also proactively seeking to 
create pieces that are more rooted in modern culture. 

Along with holding many exhibitions in Japan, the recent exhibitions she 
has held in the United Kingdom have also proven to be successful. She has 
also had numerous TV appearances and writing credits to her name, and 
also held the “Nobuko Naito Chirimen Classroom” acrross Japan. 

MESSAGING THE INSTURCTOR THE TOOLS

OUR COURSE SUPERVISOR
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USER INTERVIEW

Christeen has a deep interest in Japanese culture. Her interest in the Japanese 
culture led her to experience “Aizome,” Japanese fabric dying. She has taken 
classes and made textile with Aizome. 
 
She also enjoys glass blowing, making carvings out of wood, and metal working. 

I’ve always watched my aunt, a tailor, sew things and that made me interested in sewing.

I liked the bird motif. It was pretty advanced, 
especially where you have to scrunch up the 
opening, but it was challenging and fun.

CHRISTEEN

Q: What motivated you to try Chirimen? 

Q: Which one did you most enjoy making out of those projects? 



Yes, it was very helpful. For me, the video was more detailed in how to make things, but the textbook 
was easier to get everything ready. The video would go too quickly sometimes, having to stop only to 
catch up. With the textbook, I just had to look at one page and get everything ready. This was helpful 
so I could simply skip that same step on the video.   

Not really. I actually thought it was nice that there were so many pages since it’s that much more 
detailed. Some tutorials out there are short and are hard to figure out certain steps, which makes you 
search for different websites or video streaming sites.  

The glue was very good. It dried very quickly. The video said not to use too 
much or it will stain, so I was worried, but it washes off easily and dries very 
clearly. 
I was also surprised how much the needle would bend, but not break. 

The scissors were very sharp and easy to cut with. It was a nice surprise to 
know the scissors were sharp enough to cut into multiple layers of fabric. For 
the tail part of the bird, the fabric was folded three times and I had to cut 
that in half. I was able to cut that part with one go, without too much force. 

The fabric is very nice and smooth. It’s different from most fabric because it has some texture. 
Because of it, even if the fabric is monotone, it has depth because of its texture. The elasticity of the 
fabric did make the sewing a bit difficult, but the durability was reassuring. Although it was tough to 
sew sometimes, the elasticity of the fabric did help when I had to stuff it with cotton. 

Q: Was it helpful to you that we prepared both the texts and the videos? 

Q: There are a lot of pages for each project. Were you intimidated there were so many steps? 

Q: What did you think of the tools? 

Q: What did you think about the crepe fabric, the artificial silk? The texture? 

Before the sewing, I would look at the text first then the video. The text had still images, where I can 
look and read, then figure out the process. The video then explain it further, and showed me exactly 
how to do it. It helped a lot to read the instructions before the video. 

Q: What did you think about the online video and printed text? 

It was initially frustrating only because it took me some time to get the seam to line up and cut pieces 
to exactly the same size, which ended up making my work lopsided. I think I was focused on getting 
everything perfect, but after a while, I learned to just have fun and enjoy the moment.

Yes, it was nice to just move your hand, and not think about the next step or anything like that. But 
even when I was absentmindedly sewing, my mind concentrated on the project. I would be talking to 
someone but still be concentrated on making the project.

Don’t try to do it all at once and pace yourself. Again, this is supposed to be a relaxing, fun project. 
You shouldn’t have to force yourself to finish in one sitting! Another thing is you don’t have to rush. 
You are on your own and you should be able to set your own pace. And lastly, the more you do it, the 
better you are going to get, so just have fun! 

Q: How did you feel when you were making the motifs? 

Q: What advice would you give to those who want to try Chirimen?
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This is how the digital textbook looks like. It features how to 
make the 5 projects individually in detail, and also includes links 
for the tutorial videos within the text for easy access. 

INSIDE THE COURSE

GUIDE BOOK
LEARNING CENTER 

INTRODUCTION FIVE PATTERNS

MATERIALS & TOOLS CLOVER TOOL SET

• Chirimen crêpe fabric
• Lining fabric
• Sewing thread
• Fiberfill stuffing
• Fusible interfacing
• Braided cord
• Purse frame
• Paper twist
• Zipper
• Beads
• Plastic case
• Tweezers
• Cardboard
• Pencils 

• Gold eye appliqué needles (No. 9)
• Patchwork board
• Silk pins (100 ea.)
• Mini patchwork scissors (4 1/2 in.)
• Bodkin
• Clover bond for handicrafts

DIGITAL TEXTBOOK & TUTORIAL VIDEOS
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